Let iO© be two rings with the unit 1. Then we set (R(0, R) = {xGR;xrG6 for some integer rêl}. At first, it is shown that, under some assumptions, dOQO implies d(5l(0, R) C0*l(0, R). Next, with the Lying-over Theorem on ¿-differential ideals, we show: Let (if, M) and (0, m) be two quasi-local rings and let d be a higher derivation of rank °o of the total quotient ring of R such that dQQd. Suppose that R is integral over 0 and 0 is dominated by R. Then d(m) CZm implies ¿(J1Í) CM. 0. Terminology. In this paper, we assume that all rings are commutative and have the unit 1. Let TO© be two rings. Then we set: 01(0, R) = {x E R; xr E © for some integer r^l),
0. Terminology. In this paper, we assume that all rings are commutative and have the unit 1. Let TO© be two rings. Then we set: 01(0, R) = {x E R; xr E © for some integer r^l), (R(0, R)* = {xE R; 3yG© such that yx E &(©, R)}. Proof. Let % be the set of ¿-differential ideals containing 21. Then g is an inductive set (the order being given by the inclusion relation). Hence Zorn's Lemma implies the existence of 5DÎ.
The following proposition is almost the same as Theorem 1 in [3]. But the difference between the two propositions is the definition of higher derivations. 
) and 7r(x)G3W'. Hence di(w(x)) EW and di(x)Eh'. Trivially, j'noZ^. Conversely, let xEl'C\6 and sJÎ = Ker(7r). Further let tt*:©->0/9î be the canonical mapping. 0/ÏÏÎ is isomorphic to a subring of 0S. Hence 7r*(3c) is considered as an element of 0,. Therefore 7r*(x)G3i'A0i, and xGî©«-So, we have xEl and jTA© =3. Thus we may assume that 0 is a quasi-local ring with a higher derivation d and 3 is the maximal ideal of 0. It is well known that in this case Pj^P.
Thus, by the Corollary of Proposition 1,  there is a maximal d-differential ideal 9JÎ of P such that 3JlDRh and 9Dîno = 3.
2. On the invariability concerned with a higher derivation. Let d=(di) be a higher derivation of rank s (finite or infinite) of P. Then we introduce the ring homomorphism exp(d) of P(,+1> into P(,+1) as:
If d0 is an isomorphism, then d has inverse higher derivation ô of rank s of R, i.e. d8 = l, èd = l, where db = (di)(ôj) = (ek), ek=Yli+j=kdib3:
Further, Next, we shall study the relation of (R(0, R) and a higher derivation.
Theorem 3. Let k be afield of characteristic 0 and let d=(di) be a higher derivation of rank » of a domain R (Dk) such that do is an iso-
morphism. ThendkEkimpliesd((S\.(k, R))E®-ik, R).
Proof, d can be extended to a higher derivation of K ( = the quotient field of R). We shall denote by the same d this extended higher derivation. 
Proposition 3. Let PZ3© be two domains and let 0 contain the rational number field. Further, let d0C©, then, for any invertible element x of (R(©, P), di(x) E (R(0, R)for all i.
Proof. x£fft(0, P) implies xrG© for some integer r^l.
By the assumption,
Hence d0(x)rG©, and do(x)G(R(0, R). As x is an invertible element, there is a unique element x_1 G &(©, R) such that xx_1 = 1. From the above discussion, ¿o(x)G<ft(0, -&)• Since ¿0 is a homomorphism, d0(x) is an invertible element of (R(0, R). Now, the ith component of Proof. It follows obviously from Proposition 3 and Corollary 1.
